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For more information, refer to the main Light System Instructions.
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Set aside the cone-shaped housing and
lay the 4 reflector pieces, white side
down on a piece of carpet so you don’t
scratch the paint. Overlap the edges of
2 pieces. Insert screws from the bottom up and attach nuts. After 4 pieces
are attached, pull the reflector up into
a cone and insert the remaining 4
screws and screw on their nuts, then
tighten all nuts.

2

Do not plug in the unit.

3

Insert the socket assembly through the
reflector from the top. Pull the reflector back several feet along the length
of the cord.

4

Insert the socket down in through the
top of the housing.

5

Align the 2 holes on the mounting
disc with the holes on the housing.

6

Take the 2 eyebolt/nut combinations
out of the hardware bag and make sure
their nuts are threaded all the way up
the neck of each eyebolt.

7

Insert the eyebolts down through the
mounting disc and housing.

8

Screw on the 2 locknuts from the
hardware bag, from inside the housing. Make sure the eyebolts are aligned
in parallel so hanger will insert easily.

9

Hand-tighten the locknuts from
inside the housing. Using a crescent
wrench or pliers, firmly tighten the
eyebolt nut on top of the mounting
disc.
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Insert the socket down in through the
top of the housing.

10 Slide the reflector back over the housing.
11 Insert the hanger ends into each eyebolt.
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14 Now, making sure the unit is still
unplugged, screw the bulb in carefully
so it is firm but not too tight. Make
sure the ballast is sitting on a firm, dry
surface.
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DO NOT HANG THE FIXTURE
BY THE ELECTRICAL CORD
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13 Route the electrical cord up and away
from the light to another hook (not
provided) and down the wall to the
ballast location.
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12 Use a strong cord or chain to hang the
fixture and run it through a strong
eyebolt or closed swag hook in the
ceiling.
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13 Route the electrical cord up and away
from the light to another hook (not
provided) and down the wall to the
ballast location.
14 Now, making sure the unit is still
unplugged, screw the bulb in carefully
so it is firm but not too tight. Make
sure the ballast is sitting on a firm, dry
surface.

